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CBS News executive editor Steve Capus argued that "given the number of sports overruns and out-and-out
pre-emptions, it would be better for us as a news organization to come up with what I think is a smarter, hour
approach to covering the world, and making sure we've got all the bases covered. The CBS Evening News was
first transmitted in color as a one-evening test broadcast on August 19, , [8] before permanently switching to
the format on January 31,  At the time Schieffer took over, it was uncertain how long he would host the
broadcast, whether it would retain its current structure, or instead adopt some kind of multiple host or
alternative format. Anthony Mason [ edit ] Anthony Mason became interim anchor effective June  The
program also debuted a new feature called "freeSpeech" in which different Americans, ranging from
well-known national figures to average people, would provide news commentary. On April 4, , Couric did a
one-minute commentary about the importance of reading, in a piece substantially lifted from a Wall Street
Journal column by Jeffrey Zaslow. These titles were also seen on the intro slide of the program's opening.
From to the CBS Evening News was the only remaining network evening newscast that used separate anchors
for its Saturday and Sunday editions NBC Nightly News previously used separate anchors for both weekend
broadcasts until John Seigenthaler was appointed anchor of both the Saturday and Sunday editions in , while
ABC's World News Tonight maintained separate anchors for its weekend editions until Saturday anchor David
Muir also assumed anchor duties on the program's Sunday edition in  Subsequently, CBS commissioned an
independent inquiry into the matter and several CBS staffers were fired or asked to resign. In May , WCBW
like almost all television stations sharply cut back its live program schedule and the newscasts were canceled,
since the station temporarily suspended studio operations, resorting exclusively to the occasional broadcast of
films. One protester was seen on camera just as Rather began speaking. In , the name of the nightly newscast
was changed to Douglas Edwards with the News, and the following year, it became the first news program to
be broadcast on both coasts, thanks to a new coaxial cable connection, prompting Edwards to use the greeting
"Good evening everyone, coast to coast. Douglas Edwards on the CBS news set in  The report was a segment
featured on a September broadcast of 60 Minutes Wednesday questioning President George W. Couric
claimed that she remembered her first library card , but the words were all from Zaslow's column. But that
special broadcast pushed the limits of live television in and opened up new possibilities for future broadcasts.
But that special broadcast pushed the limits of live television in and opened up new possibilities for future
broadcasts. Scott Pelley â€” [ edit ] In an April article, The New York Times reported that 60 Minutes
correspondent Scott Pelley was considered to be the front-runner to replace Couric as anchor of the program.
Russ Mitchell filled in for the following two nights September 1 and 4 , after which he was succeeded by
Katie Couric on September 5. Unlike when Bob Schieffer served as interim anchor from to , Mason's name
was not on the title of the program; it was just known as simply the CBS Evening News. Paley hired journalist
Paul W. History[ edit ] In , the Columbia Broadcasting System began making regular radio news
broadcastsâ€”five-minute summaries taken from reports from the United Press, one of the three wire services
that supplied newspapers with national and international news. Six minutes of dead air followed before he
returned to the broadcast position; nearly half of the audience watched and waited. At age 73, Rather retired
from the Evening News on March 9, , exactly 24 years after succeeding Cronkite. Open tennis semifinal match
between Steffi Graf and Lori McNeil was going to overrun into time allotted for his program. Story selection
has focused more on foreign policy, Washington politics, and economic subjects. What made the plagiarism
especially striking was the personal flavor of the video â€” which was subsequently removed from the
cbsnews. Murrow Award for best newscast. Rather immediately called for a commercial break, and later
apologized to viewers about the incident. Shales added that viewers "may find bad news less discomforting
and sleep-depriving if Couric gives it to them". It aired every weeknight at p. Bush 's Texas Air National
Guard record.


